1988 mazda mx6 for sale

Car features the original 2. I purchased the car from the original owners estate a few years ago.
Since then I have mechanically restores almost all of the car. Once plentiful and easy to score,
nice original examples of the collectible first generation MX6 are becoming increasingly scarce.
This is an investment that can be driven daily or on those special occasions but either way sure
to get admiring thumbs up wherever you take it. The original owner had the engine rebuilt
approximately , miles ago. Head was redone again when I replaced the timing belt and water
pump last winter. Additional work I have done includes new front and rear struts with mounts,
front and rear brakes, rotors, calipers and brake lines. New rear hub bearings on each side, new
outer tie rod ends, new ball joints, new control arm bushings, radiator flushed, new water pump,
new radiator hoses, new heater hoses, new ignition coil and igniter, injectors cleaned with new
rubber grommets, new plugs cap and rotor, new distributor O ring seal, new valve cover gasket,
new head gasket, new rubber boot off of turbo, new headlights, new brake master cylinder, new
clutch master cylinde, new shifter bushing,. The exhaust system is good and was replaced by
previous owner. New tires last year. Those are: needs headliner replaced. Original one is ripped
in a few places, original stereo channel display does not illuminate so you cannot see what
station your tuned to, drivers windows is slow in spots when raising, air conditioning does not
blow cold. I purchased new hoses but was waiting to replace the condenser at the same time.
Paint job is ok, but it is starting to peel on front bumper and in a couple other small spots. Still
looks great overall. I believe the hood, front bumper and passenger fender were replaced at one
time also as it appears they came from a red car. There is no damage that I have seen to either
the radiator support or passenger side sub frame or chassis. However I believe I should
disclose this since I am aware of it. Previous owner kept extensive notes on all maintenance he
did to include the engine rebuild in s small notebook that came with the car. It shows he loved
the car like I do and took great care if it. I believe this car could easily be picked up and driven
anywhere I have described this car to the best of my ability and explained all that I know of its
condition. Car is sold without warranty. Please ask all questions before buying not after as
purchasing this car is a binding agreement between buyer and seller. Please do not ask me to
answer questions or arrange a deal outside of eBay until you have purchased the car or made
the security deposit. Confirmation of funds will be checked prior to releasing car and title. Buyer
responsible for all transport cost of vehicle and arranging transportation of the vehicle from
sellers location in Omaha Nebraska. Other Mazda classic cars for sale. Turbo Hard to Find.
Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Canadian LHD car. Clean
Title. Stock power. Engine kept stock since day1. Rebuilt at 90k. Currently running healthy.
Compression normal. Windsor Mazda is your local Windsor dealer but we are also proud to
serve the Essex County Area with new and used Mazda vehicles. Luxurious yet functional, the
CX-9 offers a sophisticated driving experience. Be it everyday commutes or once-in-a-lifetime
cross-country treks, the CX-9 pairs award-winning technology with elegant finishes and
premium features for unforgettable moments behind the wheel. Upgrade to Mazda! Shop today
for the best pricing and selection on new Mazda vehicles! To spea Northside Mazda will make
sure you receive exceptional attention when you visit us! We are in a prime location, with a
spacious indoor showroom where you can see all the new vehicles but we have also made it
easier than ever to shop online, from start to finish. Give Northside It's powered by a
Turbocharged 2. From cutting-edge engineering, to its spacious cabin, Mazda engineers and
design It's the Mazda th Anniversary Celebration! This beautiful new Mazda is available now at
Budds! With an unlimited mileage warranty, ground-breaking Sky-Activ technologies, and
industry-leading dependability, our cars are both fun to drive and fuel efficient. Budds Mazda
has Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles
in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit
lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This
vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price.
Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive
0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,,
Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min
payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. With Photos. With Price. NEW
Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email
address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader
Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0.
Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be interested in. Mileage , km. Monthly
Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New. Buy Online. List your car here! List your car for

free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Mazda MX-6 inventory
from local Mazda dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim
specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Mazda MX-6 of different years with
similar vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the
bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale
are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! Advanced Search. Mazda MX-6 Cars in Adelaide. Manual Hardtop.
Beautifully maintained vehicle hard top convertible low kms 5 speed alloy wheels cd stereo fog
lamps all our cars undergo a point inspection ask us about Mazda Mx6 Turbo 2. Make mazda
model mx - 6 body type coupe 2 door year kilometers For sale my mazda mx6 turbo comes with
rego selling because i want a four door Similar: Mazda mx 6 brisbane. Mazda Mx6 94 For Sale
Perth. Similar: Mazda mx 6 perth. Mazda BT - Diesel - - 9 kms. At mazda , we are proud to offer
our customers a full range of services including Similar: Mazda bt 50 adelaide. Mazda 3 Gasoline - - , kms. Cruise control mounted on steering wheel 6 speaker stereo with cd player
bluetooth Similar: Mazda 3 adelaide. Adelaide enfield hatchback mazda 6 luxury sports petrol unleaded In adelaide sa melbourne vic sydney nsw brisbane qld darwin nt perth wa canberra
Similar: Mazda 6 adelaide. Adelaide somerton park cars sedan mazda 6 gh classic blue 6 speed
manual petrol - premium ulp blue manual. Visit Adelaide glenelg cars wagon mazda 6 gh classic
silver 5 speed Caravan, campervan and motorhome in adelaide sa melbourne vic sydney nsw
Adelaide salisbury plain cars wagon mazda cx-5 white - snowflake white pearl 6 spd sports
automatic. Au for more Similar: Mazda cx 5 adelaide. Adelaide salisbury plain cars hatchback
mazda 3 black - jet black mica 6 spd sports automatic. Adelaide salisbury plain cars wagon
mazda cx-5 grey - machine grey metallic 6 spd sports automatic. Adelaide salisbury plain cars
wagon mazda cx-9 white - snowflake white pearl 6 spd sports automatic. Similar: Mazda cx 9
adelaide. Adelaide glenelg cars wagon mazda cx-5 maxx sport 4x2 blue 6 speed automatic
petrol - unleaded blue automatic. Adelaide clearview cars sedan mazda mazda6 classic gg 4 sp
auto Mazda 6 - Adelaide , South Australia - Gasoline - - , kms. Dual airbag package dynamic
stability control avc mazda 6 hatchback Braking auto climate control with dual temp zones
brake assist cd with Mazda CX-5 - Diesel - - , kms. Well presented, comes Mazda 3 - Petrol - - ,
kms. This car is still available. Serious enquiries only 16 queen street, campbelltown, nsw, open
daily am - 6 pm book in for a test drive today Mazda 3 - Diesel - - , kms. Up for sale is my turbo
diesel mazda 3 mzr-cd, it has ,km and still strong, recently just been serviced, wheel alignment,
new michelin Adelaide gepps cross cars sedan mazda 6 gh series 2 classic Similar: Mazda rx 8
adelaide. Purchase from the comfort of your own home or touch and feel our vehicles by Mazda
2 - Adelaide , South Australia - Gasoline - - 60, kms. Only 59,kms. Will suit first car or the
ultimate Similar: Mazda 2 adelaide. Mazda 6 - Adelaide , South Australia - Gasoline - - 20, kms.
Zoom zoom with this demonstrator, balance of new car warranty, just serviced and ready to go.
This car will go quick, so dont wait. Hurry in to take it home! Adelaides lowest prices! The
mazda cx-3 maxx is an attractive, stylish and very well equipped Similar: Mazda cx 3 adelaide.
Mazda 2 - Adelaide , South Australia - Gasoline - - 2, kms. Amazing fuel economy from this zippy
1. Not the car you Mazda 3 - Adelaide , South Australia - Many vehiclesall vehicles here to be
sold mazda 3 maxx sports2. Cruise control climate control abs 6 airbags - all good undamaged
16inch alloy Mazda3 Sp23 Adelaide. Adelaide , South Australia - This mazda Features include: 2.
Request Details. Similar: Mazda cx 3 hobart. South Australia 1. Petrol 1. With Pictures 1. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. Find used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and
retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale.
It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Mazda Pickup. Mazda Year
Pickup. Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase
without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when
choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic
Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location.
Price Reduced. Contact for Price. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by.
Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately.
Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to understand
written by mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a
pleasure. Width: 5. Also includes rocker panel pieces that are installed behind the front wheels

arch and to the front of the rear wheels arch. Gives your vehicle a distinct look Adds protection
against minor dents and scratches. Half Length. Allow the beauty of your vehicle to shine
through by tricking it out with the sleek styling of this brilliant fender trim. Made from Adds a
stylish new look to your car Protects your fender against stone chip damage. Width: 2". Mirror
polished premium grade stainless steel with rubber seal guard attached. Give your Vehicle that
special look! Width: 5". Made of premium grade stainless steel that provides a With pre-affixed
3M High Performance Adhesive it is Everyone will know you've arrived with Mirror Gear! Patent
pending design fits side view mirrors without obstructing visibility. Helps you to get the most
out of your vehicle Precision designed to perfectly fit your vehicle. All moldings and trims are
proudly manufactured in the United States using the finest Length: 20'. This top-grade product
is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a
well-balanced design and high level of Expertly made from sturdy materials Rigorous quality
you can trust. ICI Stainless Steel Rocker Panels add style to your vehicles appearance while
providing added protection against damaging road debris. These panels are constructed of the
highest This new aggressive textured rocker panel material was designed for the ultimate in
protection and a rugged good This new aggressive textured rocker panel material is designed
for the ultimate in protection and a rugged good This product is made of high-quality materials
to serve you for years to come. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers
in mind. It will meet Beveled edges for a finished look Custom designed for each application.
Dawn Enterprises offers Extruded Molding to protect your vehicle from the random elements
that can cause damage in your day-to-day life. Added protection to the applied area High quality
automotive grade ABS materials. Extruded Molding is a low-cost Dawn Enterprises offers
Extruded Molding to protect your vehicle from the random elements that can cause damage in
your day-to-day life Dawn Enterprises offers Extruded Molding to protect your vehicle from the
random elements that can cause damage in Dawn Enterprises offers Extruded Molding to
protect your vehicle from the random elements that can cause damage in your Length: '.
Underline the exquisite lines of your vehicle and protect its sides from the unsightly dings and
scratches with the shiny chrome Bodyside Molding offered by Extruded Molding is a With Matte
Black Lip. Extruded Molding is Width: 0. Length: 25'. Extruded Molding is a low-cost upgrade
Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind, this product by Pilot
will last a Expertly crafted from premium materials Designed to match rigorous quality
standards. Through the years, when automakers wanted to accent the body style of a vehicle,
the first thing they did was add chrome molding. Where would the ' Length: 50'. High quality
mylar and 3M acrylic foam tape. Designed using Cowles Products is the leading supplier of
professional automotive trim and body side moldings. This product is made of Length: 26'.
Cowles Products is the leading supplier of professional automotive trim and body side All
moldings and trims are proudly manufactured in the United States using Door Edge Guards are
a popular product used as an aide to prevent and protect doors from chips and nicks which
over time lead to rust. Width: 1". This product is made of high-quality materials to Length: 13'.
This product is made of high-quality Length: 7'. Cowles Products is the leading supplier of
professional automotive trim and With Formed Ends. Length: 34'. These moldings will add value
and enhance your vehicle's Length: 10'. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with
customers in mind, this product Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers
in mind, this product by Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind,
this product by All-Fit Made from high quality bright chrome ABS Cutting is required. Brushed
Aluminum. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry
standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship.
Manufactured from Rigorously tested to withstand years of abuse Built for maximum strength
and endurance. Size: 7"x7". Made to provide unequaled quality and reliability Truly unique look
and feel. These gas doors are made from T6 aluminum to add class to any vehicle. Comes with
stainless steel mounting hardware. Cover up those prior accidents and protect yourself from
future ones with American Car Craft durable yet stylish Trailer Hitch Bumper Guard. Made from
stainless steel and Custom designed Made from the finest grade stainless steel. For Corners of
Front and Rear Bumpers. Dawn Enterprises offers Extruded Molding to protect your vehicle
from the random elements that can cause Size: As an attention-stealing accent, Upper Class
Side Vent helps you slip into some beaming bling. Pilot's new line of universal fender and hood
air vents enhance the appearance of your vehicle for a true custom look and style. Size: 3. Give
your vehicle the heavy-duty style it deserves! These front fenders Give your vehicle a more
aggressive stance Provide clearance for wider wheels and tires. New fashion in vehicle styling
chrome bumper guard strip adds style to your vehicle. Each bumper guard is made from
durable material and features an easy peel-and-stick installation. Nothing finishes off a Custom
Hot Rod better than a detailed, custom engine bay. Next Narrow driveways with inches to spare

on each side. Overgrown roadways with bushes and tree branches sticking out into the center.
Crowded garages filled with bicycles Since the demise of built-in running boards after World
War II, auto manufacturers have been using rocker panel moldings to dress up a vehicle area
that would One of the more eye-catching tricks automobile manufacturers have used to
differentiate higher-priced luxury versions of a car model from value-priced versions of it The
brilliant gleam and glimmer that comes from bright chrome and polished stainless steel can
transform almost every part of your vehicle! Besides the great selection Popular Searches. I
have a Mazda Mx-6 for sale. The car runs normally, It has , miles on it on a V6 2. Manual
transmission The interior is leather, car is clean, well maintained. This car is a work in progress
for a show car or racing car. The first 4 pictures are at it's present state. I show one picture with
the chrome wheels taken previously but these are the extra wheels to go with car. Serious
inquiries only - please email at kikicacsey yahoo. Featuring a 4 cylinder engine backed by a 5
speed this Mazda gets great gas mileage. This 20 year old car is still in great shape and will last
for years to come. The red exterior is free from any body damage but the clear coat is starting to
lift in different areas. All the glass is good and free from any chips or cracks. The interior is very
very clean and is odor free. The drivers seat is worn on the lumbar support section and the dash
is cracked but the rest of the interior is very nice. The Kumho tires are in good shape and ready
for many more trouble free miles. The battery was recently upgraded to a Sears Die Hard and
the plugs and plug wires have also been replaced. This MX6 runs drives shifts and looks like a
champ. Call us at with any questions or to save money today. Make Mazda. Model MX I am the
second owner of this classic Mazda. I am also including the Alpine head unit that is bluetooth
compatible along with the amplifier, speakers and 10 inch subwoofer. It was re-painted about
ten years ago, so the paint does have some blemishes here and there now. The interior is in
very good condition for the age, but the drivers seat does have two splits, and the headliner is
not the best looking, but it is not sagging. Tires approx. We bought this car for our college
bound daughter. After we purchased it and drove it miles with no problems it developed a skip
in engine and then ran in "safe" mode. We sent to Mazda of Mall of Georgia and they said it had
a timimg chain gear problem. This car shifted smooth through all the gears. We have the Carfax
if you are interested. Very rare car and even rarer in this condition. I just brought the car from
Charlotte, NC this May. This car is very clean, and has never seen snow or salt. No rust. Over all
it's a great car that has been very well maintained. Since taking possession I've put a lot of new
parts on the car to make it more street able. It has working AC that was converted to R I will try
to list some of the good along with some of the cons. It's fast, maybe too fast for me. This is a
local pickup auction ONLY. Cash balance due at pickup. I will take PayPal for the deposit due at
the end of the auction. The body is in good shape, you might want to put a new coat of paint but
not necessary Also the hand brake is not working. It never bothered me since I'm using the
transmission but I still should have mentioned it. The car is running good, as far as I know there
is nothing needs to be fixed except of new tires I'm still driving it though : About a month ago
I've just installed a brand new Bosh alternator with a lifetime warranty. I also just replaced an air
filter and an oil about km since I c
honda repairs manuals
tundra crewmax bed length
2005 hyundai elantra fuel filter location
hanged the oil. At this moment the car is driving great especially for an old car but I'm selling it
AS IS since I can not guarantee anything considering its age. Awesome little car! Great handling
and gas mileage, MPG. Passed inspection and emissions. Salvage title, but this has caused no
problems since I have had the car since Who could say no to a truly fantastic car like this
beautiful-looking Mazda MX-6? With the low mileage and meticulous upkeep on this MX-6, you
can count on hearing the purr of its engine for years to come. Ready to drive anywhere. Have
original Invoice. Ad provided by OldCarOnline. Georgetown, TX. Green Bay, WI. North
Kingstown, RI. Fitzwilliam, NH. South Milwaukee, WI. Chester Twp, NJ. Gervais, OR. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Mx6. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage
- Posted Over 1 Month. Mazda : MX-6 LS mazda mx 6 ls v 6 5 speed manual 2. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

